Agricultural land use creates evolutionary traps for nesting turtles and is exacerbated by mercury pollution.
The rate of anthropogenic habitat conversion often exceeds the rate of natural ecological and evolutionary processes, which sometimes creates mismatches between environmental cues and adaptive behaviors. In numerous species of aquatic turtles, nest site selection is primarily based on cues related to high solar exposure, which leads females to select sites where humans have disturbed habitat. These disturbed sites are often contaminated by pollutants, such as mercury. Despite the fact that anthropogenic disturbances often co-occur, few studies have examined the interactive influence of major global changes on animal development. Using Chelydra serpentina, we investigated the individual and interactive effects of crop agriculture and mercury pollution on hatch success and offspring phenotype. We hypothesized that following nesting, rapid crop growth would shade and cool nests in agricultural fields and subsequently negatively impact embryonic development. Agricultural and control nests were similar in temperature at the time of oviposition, but temperatures diverged as crops grew: agricultural nests averaged 2.5°C cooler than control nests over the course of incubation. In laboratory and field experiments, we found that turtles incubated under agricultural thermal regimens took longer to hatch, hatched at smaller body sizes, lost more mass, and had lower posthatching growth rates. Additionally, thermal conditions associated with agricultural land use interacted with mercury contamination to decrease hatching success. To our knowledge, this is the first documentation of negative interactive effects of mercury pollution and habitat quality on early vertebrate development and highlights the importance of examining the combined influence of anthropogenic global changes on organisms.